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ProPresenter allows you to import your church screens from older versions of
ProPresenter and also makes it easy to merge different screens together, creating an

overall more cohesive presentation with one seamless flow. The exception is the
unique Stylistic Breakpoints feature that allows you to automatically play back multiple
screens at the same time, but still not in sync. We call this feature Synchro Switcher.

You can edit and save your document directly from the timeline within ProPresenter 7.
When using the timeline, you can add and edit elements on your screen from within the
timeline editor, just like you would on the stage. No need to click off to another editor!
New in ProPresenter 7 is the ability to create your own pattern sequence from within
the timeline. Using the Timeline Patterns toolbar, you can create your own x,y, and z
translation presets, or pattern sequences from a combination of up to 8 presets that

ProPresenter will generate for you as the appropriate preset for each position. You can
use either global presets, or create your own custom patterns. In this video tutorial,
youll learn the basics of how to create your own pattern sequences from scratch!

ProPresenter 7 allows you to record everything that is displayed on your screen and
create your own custom clips. This feature is absolutely essential for churches that

have music that they can do their sound design from using only the default screens in
ProPresenter. No more recordings and re-edits when it comes time to do the sound
design for your presentation. In this video tutorial, youll see how easy it is to create

custom clips for your presentation.
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propresenter has a number
of tools and features to help

your church or ministry
better present its programs.
these tools, and more, can
be purchased by using the
above link. you can also

purchase them individually
by going to our

propresenter store.
propresenter is well-

regarded for its ability to
create high-quality slides

and allow for up to a year of
program planning. we

believe that with the new
songselect feature for pro7,
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our ministry partners can
now take their

presentations to the next
level. propresenter 7 has a

number of advanced
features previously sold

separately in pro6 as add-
on, paid for modules that

offered additional features
and capabilities beyond
what your typical church

needed. the typical church
these days, however, has
grown more sophisticated
in their productions. we

love seeing this and want to
see more of it so renewed

vision is now including
these advanced features in
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pro7 at no additional cost
(a $2,593 value if all were

purchased separately)! this
is going to be a quick guide
on how to use songselect to

create slides in
propresenter 6. it is

important to note that in
order to use this in a church

you have to have both a
songselect and a

propresenter subscription.
if you have both of these

things, then i will show you
a powerful way that you
can use them together to
make slides for your next

worship event. when
creating a new
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propresenter presentation,
you can choose from four
templates. the pre-built

templates are what you see
in the download area. each
template has a different set
of items pre-installed and
comes with a set of slide

types built in. you can add
and remove items from a
template, just like adding
and removing files from a
folder, to create your own
style. you can also create
your own slide types and

add them to the template.
these slide types can be
made by you or by 3rd
party software. in fact,
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other software can even
make the slide types

available to you.
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